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TEST PLAN:

Performing the steps in the following test plan serves to verify that the release objects have been installed. The campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials if possible, and to augment them with any desired local tests.

TESTING PREPARATION:

1. LOADHDB. Load the test HDB from UDB2HDB PDS sent with this release.
2. LOADCTL. Load the test DB2 CTI from UDB2CTL PDS sent with this release. This contains the new System Messages.
3. LOADCDB. Load the test CDB from UDB2CDB PDS sent with this release.

ONLINE TESTING:

1. Log on to CICS and access the EDB Entry/Update Main Menu
2. Note that IHHR appears as an option below IHIS on the Main Menu screen to verify program UCWMMNU and map UCMMNU0 have been installed.
3. Move the cursor to the selection IHHR and press enter. The HWHO screen appears next.
4. Place the cursor next to employee 000050097 (Arbor, Anne) and press enter. The IHHR selection screen should appear with identifying information for the employee to verify installation of modified program PPAPHRK, new program PPWIHHR, and new map PPIHHR0. There should be blank lines in the footer map between the Next Func line and the command line, and function keys 2, 5, 6, and 9 respectively reading Cancel, GenDoc, Pick DOS, and Jump should appear to verify installation of map PPHRT1 and program PPA2HRFH. The other visible function keys, unchanged from PPHRT0, should be 1, 3, 4, 8, and 12.
5. Press PF5. Error message P0650 “No documents selected” should appear on the message line. This step also verifies that new program PPHRMGR and modified program PPAPHRSR and PPAPHRSL have been installed.
6. Type “s” on the Staff Salary History Card selection line and press PF5. New message P0657 “Select one History Card selection” should appear, verifying that new messages have been installed. The cursor should be on the first History Card entry line.

7. Press PF8. Page 2 (of 2) with the distribution selection list should appear. Type “s” on the line for “Specified DOS codes” and press enter. The screen should reappear with PF8 (Forward) as an option and page number 2 of 3 (instead of 2 of 2).

8. Press PF7 to return to page 1 where there will still be an “S” next to “Staff Salary History Card” and type “s” on the “Personal Data History” line. Press PF5. Message P0649 “Document(s) printed” should appear, as well as “*” on the two lines which previously contained “s.” Confirm that the report printed on the selected printer. Examine it for format and content. It will have some minimal personal identification content.

9. Press PF9 to verify the installation of the logical function “Jump”. The cursor should now be positioned to enter “Next Func” and the “*’s” should remain visible but the message should be gone.

10. Tab to the next field, enter ID number 000050129, and press enter. The IHHR selection screen should reappear in its initial form (no selections made) with data for Fran Tickley, employee 000050129.

11. Type “s” next to “Academic Salary History Card” and next to “Full Salary History w/Full Appt/Dist History,” and then press PF8. Page 2 should appear with the cursor on the first selection line.

12. Enter “s” in front of “Specified DOS Codes” and press PF6. Page 3 of 3 with map PPIHHR1 should appear to verify its installation. The cursor should be on the first DOS field.

13. Enter “reg” as the first DOS code and press PF5. The first screen page should reappear with the message P0649 “Document(s) printed” and “*” on the lines which held “s” previously. Confirm that the report printed on the selected printer. Examine the report which should consist of two pages.

14. IHHR for Next Func and press enter. Page 1 for IHHR should reappear for employee 000050129 with the “*” still visible. Select any two of the Salary History Card Selections and press enter. Error message P0646 “Only one selection permitted” should appear on the message line and the cursor should be on the second selection.

15. Press PF2 to cancel the selections. All the selection lines should be blank, and message P0648 “Selection(s) cancelled” should appear on the message line.
16. Place the cursor anywhere on the detail screen, i.e. not on the header or footer, and press PF1. The IHHR screen level HelpText should appear. Press PF3 to leave Help.

17. Do further testing as needed for campus-specific concerns including security access control.